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ABSTRACT 

The ability to think like a lawyer is an often heard 
phrase but a vaguely understood phenomena. 
What is lawyer reasoning? Does it differ from 
reasoning in other fields and disciplines? This 
paper begins to answer these questions by expli- 
cating the problem solving and reascning proc- 
esses of an experienced practicing attorney and 
law professor in the field of housing law. A particu- 
larly noteworthy finding of these investigations in- 
volves the subject’s construction and use of 
“component” mental models and “stories”. The 
active construction of mental models and the co- 
herence of storys comprise the expert’s problem 
solving and aid Indexing and retrieval of legal 
theories from previous case experiences In epl- 
sodic memory. These characteristics have strong 
architectural consequences for the use of artlfictal 
Intelligence tools and techniques In law. Parallels 
are drawn between the approach taken In this 
study of lawyer reasoning and the growing body of 
research on “mental models”. Current efforts 
almed at speciflng the conceptual differences be- 
tween novice and expert practitioners are outlined. 

A PROCESS SPEC/F/CAT/ON OF EXPERT LAWYER 
REASONlNG 

“The business of law is to make sense of the con- 
fUStOn of what we call human life-lo reduce it to 
order but at the same time to give it possibility, 
scope, even dignity.” 

INTROKWL;UQly_ 

What does it mean to think like a lawyer? What is 
lawyer reasoning? Attempts to document the ex- 
plicit problem solving behavior of lawyers have not 
been widely reported in the literature. Since 
Buchanan and Hendrick (1970) first looked at using 
methods of artificial Intelligence in the field of law, 
numerous authors have encouraged empirical in- 
vestigations into the cognitive processes of lawyers 
but few have been forthcoming. Most efforts com- 
bining law and artificial intelligence have focused 
on observations of the tasks lawyers perform in the 
course of their work (Gardner 1965; O’Neil & Wood 
1966). What lawyers write about in thelr 
dlscusslons of legal reasoning are observations 
and analyses of judicial de&Ion making (Cardozo 
1921; Levi 1949; Goldlng 1964) whloh shed llttle 
light on our research questlons. This paper reports 
on an analysis of the legal reasoning and problem 
solving behavlor of an attorney with over twenty flve 
years experience. By concentrating on the cogni- 
tive processes Involved In legal reasoning, this 
effort can be seen as complimentary to Dyer and 
Flowers’ (1965) research agenda and study of first 
year law students; Johnson and Johnson’s (1981) 
investigation into lawyer competency: and the work 
of StraIman (1964) on lawyers construction of legal 
arguments. Our research makes an orginal contri- 
bution by specifying the cognitive processes, or 
“mental algorithm” (Anderson 1987), of an expert 
legal practitioner. The specification of these proc- 
esses is of practical use for educatlonal Purposes, 
for outlining the range of functionality required of 
knowledge representation languages, and inform- 
ing design decisions in the ConstructiOn Of artificial 
intelligence applications. 
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THE DOMAIN OF STUDY 

The legal domain inwhich these reasoning proc- 
esses have been studied is Housing Law disputes 
between landlords and tenants. Housing law is a 
standard subject for many of the second and third 
year law students participating in Harvard’s clinical 
placement offices. Houslng Law is also one of the 
most frequent types of cases for practitioners and 
law students who work in the nearly one thousand 
legal services offices throughout the United States. 

The practice of Housing Law presumes that attor- 
neys have substantive knowledge of contracts, 
torts, evidence, as well as property law. A typical 
landlord tenant case can involve disputes over the 
amount and/or payment of rent, living conditions, 
code violations, breach of lease and tenancy 
agreements, or attempts to convert an apartment 
into a condominium, to name the most common. A 
characteristic unique to landlord tenant cases in 
Massachusetts is a rather rigidly mandated calen- 
der system which sets time frames for filing no- 
tices, answers, and court appearance dates. In 
addition, even though cases and papers are pre- 
pared as if they will be heard in court before a 
judge, the vast majority are settled through nego- 
tiation proceedings. 

METHODOLOGY 

Several different and complimentary approaches 
have been utilized to elucidate and describe the 
expert’s cognitive processes. First, “thlnking 
aloud” protocols (Ericsson and Simon 1980) of pre- 
viously unseen actual cases were audio recorded 
and transcribed. Second, pointed questioning was 
carried out on the conceptual topics mentioned in 
the protocols to clarify the importance, depth, and 
conceptual relationships of these knowledge struc- 
tures (Kuipers and Kassirer 1984). Third, the sub- 
ject was asked to respond with free associations to 
words, phrases, and multiple phrases chosen from 
the domain. Fourth, a seminar taught by the sub- 
ject matter expert on Landlord Tenant law was 
audited. Textbook materials written by the expert 
were also used to supplement the investigation. 
These various informational strands have been 
woven together into a robust specification and 
model required for problem solving landlord tenant 
cases. 

LAWYER REASONlNG IN HOUSlNG LAW 

When our attorney first talks with a potential client 
a number of rather open ended questions serve to 
guide his interviewing. He tries to determine what 
caused the client to seek counsel and what, if any- 
thing, about the client’s dispute has legal ramlfica- 
tions or consequences. These initial orientations 
allow him to create or locate a “context” lnwhich to 
begin gathering informatlon for the particular case 
before him. A series of “expectation sets” guide 
his questloning and help fill In information about 
the “basics” of the case. These “expectation sets” 
are comprised of elaborate conceptual schemata 
(Abelson 1981) and span three major grouplngs. 
These conceptual groupings are embedded within 
the social-psychological legal system and define 
the boundaries of his problem solving space. 

Figure 1 depicts this arrangement. The conceptual 
components are partitioned into the client situation. 
the landlord situation, and the judiclaf system that 
the case will be involved with. 

The filling in of these elaborate expectation 
schemes helps to frame and plan a client’s case. 
More importantly they can be viewed as our lawyer 
actively constructing multlple and inter-relating 
“component” models (Stevens, Collins, & Goldin, 
1979; Collins. 1985) that are highly contextualized. 
The first such component model to be built is the 
client model which contains information about: 
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. 
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the nature of the legal complaint made 
against the client; 
when and what papers were served on the 
client if any; 
the kind of tenancy arrangement the client 
has with the landlord; 
the type of housing involved and if its a 
rent control unit; 
who is responsible for the heat and utilities; 
the rent amount, due date, and history of 
payments made; 
what the relationship with the landlord has 
been like: 
the client’s age, emotional and physical 
health and stamina;, 
family situation and income level; 
relationships with employers, neighbors, 
schools, creditors; 
whether any potential housing code viola- 
tions exist In the apartment and when the 
landlord knew of them; 
what the client desires and wants as an 
outcome from the dispute, i.e. does the 
client want to remain in the apartment or 
leave; 
what the client thinks the landlord will say 
of the dispute. 

All of these inputs are critically important in 
generating material for four parallel working 
aspects of the case: (1) possible defenses that can 
be derived from the statutes and legal rules. (2) 
potential counterclaims against the landlord for 
code violations, (3) an initial “picture” and working 
hypothesis for a “story” of the client’s situation, 
and (4) a number of questions, anomalies, and 
areas to be further investigated. The effect and ar- 
rangement of instantiating this set of conditional 
propositional elements is the creation of a partial 
“mental model” (Johnson-Laird 1981) for this par- 
ticular case. It is this partial mental model that we 
refer to as a component model (Collins, 1985) and 
which seems, synonomous with what Dinsmore 
(1987) calls “mental spaces”. 

The partialness of this initial client model results 
from our lawyer attending to and noting th& occu- 
rance of gaps, inconsistencies, and contradictions 
from experienced based norms and expectations. 
These discontinuities or expectation failures (Ko- 
lodner 8 Simpson 1984) trigger further inquiry and 
investigatory work. Additional inquiries also act as 
cues (Walker & Kintsch 1985) to retrieving still 
other “expectation sets” not previously considered 
about the client situation. The partialness of the 
model also results from the fact that the attorney 
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has little direct information about the Client’s apart- 
ment conditions or about the history, attitudes, and 
desires of the landlord and opposing attorney. 

A second component model is formulated which 
includes information about the landlord: 

who the landlord is. who his attorney is. 
and what their relationship is like: 
whether the landlord has a history of prob- 
lems with tenants in this building oi in 
others he owns; 
the various types of housing units owned 
by the landlord; 

the condition of the apartment rented by 
the landlord and his knowledge of any 
code violations and required repairs; 
the landlord’s view of the clients actions 
leading 10 the dispute; 
types of papers served by the landlord and 
whether proper notice and procedural 
guidelines were followed; 
the kind of lease agreement with client; 
the obligations of the landlord to the client; 
the records kept by the landlord on the 
property in dispute; 
how the security deposit and rental In- 
creases were handled: 
attitudes and behavior exhfblted towards 
client and other tenants. 

The construction of this model through observation, 
conversations, and documents, allows our attorney 
lo develop a procedural or substantive legal story. 
This perspective of the story considers the events 
the landlord has already engaged in, as evidenced 
by the documents on file In court, or the events the 
landlord must engage in to have the case heard in 
a court of law. All the required steps must be at- 
tended to and any discrepancies from procedures 
noted. If deviations in this process exist, the client 
could win the case on procedural grounds alone. 
An examination of the dispute from the perspective 
of the landlord also allows our attorney lo better 
assess his client’s strong and weak points and to 
understand some of the strategies his opposlng 
counsel will be working with. This ability to look at a 
situation from multiple points of view Is what is typi- 
cally taught in law school and what is implied in the 
phrase thinking like a lawyer. It Is this ability to 
reason with a multiplicity of views and perspectives 
which, I believe, has strong consequences for the 
design of artificial intelligence systems In law. This 
issue is explored further In a subsequent section of 
the paper. A third component model is constructed 
for fhe administrative and judicial system the attor- 
ney is operating in: 

. the potentially appticable laws, statutes, 
and precedent cases are considered: 

. the operable calender dates and filing 
deadlines noted; 

. the papers and information on file with the 
court reviewed; 

. involvements of local or state agencies or 
boards considered: 

. neighborhood and city resources called 
upon: 

. the availability of alternative housing 
assessed; 

. who the judge is that will hear the case. 
l whether anything could potentially be 

gained from moving the case hearing lo 
another court before a different judge. 

What drives the construction of these component 
models is the attempt by the attorney to make 
sense of the unique situation before him. He strives 
to develop a “theory” of the case, a way of being 
able to explain to himself and olhers what the case 
is about. With the partial construction of all three 
componenr models an integration process begins 
which results in a mental model or, what our attor- 
ney refers 10 as, a “picture” of Ihe case. Once this 
integrated model iS constructed. “remindings” 
(Ross 1985) and analogical reasoning (Kolodner & 
Simpson 1984; Kolodner 1983; Gentner 1986) lead 
to a consideration of previously Experienced cases 
stories. 

Previous cases in the expert’s memory are com- 
prised of actual cases, the “sceneries” thought of 
in conjunctlon with the actual cases. and a mixture 
of purely hypothetical cases i.e. what would be fair 
and just in an ideally perfect world. While it could 
be argued that the sceneries arid the hypotheticals 
are the same, our lawyer makes a distinction be- 
tween them. Sceneries are used synonomously 
with “stories” and “legal theories”. They contain a 
series of normatively based occurances and out- 
comes that have a pragmatic basis in the realities 
of experience. Hypotheticals do not share a basis 
In reality and so have a context space all there 
own. Previous cases in memory are reasoned with 
for particular purposes. By sifting information re- 
ceived about the case across this “grid” of sophis- 
ticated experience he is able lo make inductive 
inferences (Holland et al, 1986) about possible 
case outcomes; generate a series of plausible ex- 
planations (Schank 1984) for dissonant pieces of 
data; retrieve additional expectations for further in- 
quiry; set certain “default ranges” for what accept- 
ably fits these expectations: and allow predictions 
to be made for planning purposes by comparing 
how cases similar to the new one were concluded. 

The integrated mental model is constructed from 
the new case component models with their unique 
blend of client desires, actors, and contextual clr- 
cumstances and generalizations of past experience 
and analogical structure mappings (Gentner, 1986) 
from previous cases. This modeling framework con- 
tains sets of sceneries or stories all of which could 
potentially be presented to a judge hearing the 
case in court. These sceneries are played out, 
mentally simulated and rehearsed (Colllns 1985), 
with an image of the judge that would be hearing 
the case in mind. The results of reasoning with 
these mental simulations are used to formulate ad- 
ditional plans and strategies for the client. This re- 
fined case specific model contains a main story or 
legal theory and several alternative sceneries that 
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add dimensions to the case strategy. A determina- 
tion can then be made as to what outcome seems 
reasonable to expect from the case and if the 
likelihood seems better if it is pursued for nego- 
tiated settlement with specialists of the court or 
heard before a judge in a court proceeding. 

Any gaps In the “picture” or “story” created, or 
deviations and contradictions from experience 
(Previous case examples) become the focus for fur- 
ther inquiry and investigation. Further inquiry could 
very well force the creation of a different case 
model, story, or alternative sceneries for the case. 
Our expert constantly asks himself “if this story is 
true then what else would have lo be true?” and “if 
my opposing attorney’s story were true what else 
would have to be true?” His reasoning and prob- 
lem solving takes place wlthin and across these 
clustered models. This is in keeping with Johnson- 
Laird’s (1981) notion that people use Informational 
content to construct a “mental model” of the prob- 
lem situation and reason by manipulating the ele- 
ments and aspects of that model. More recently 
Dinsmore (1987) has characterinzed this process of 
knowledge partitioning as fundamental tc the 
construction of mental models. For Dinsmore 
“mental spaces” are contexts used for the 
consolidation of information about a possible reality 
or part of a possible reality. The contents of each 
contextualized space are what effectively model 
the realhy and allow for what he calls “simulatlve 
reasoning” to occur. This ability to simulate or run 
a model is what is meant by phrase “seeing” the 
problem in the mind’s eye. 

Our attorney simultaneously entertains an alterna- 
tive version of the client’s situation that contalns 
the story he lmaglnes opposing counsel lo hold for 
the landlord’s account of the dispute and how that 
story may play out In the future court proceedlng: 

“You will continually be faced, no1 with a single 
coherent view of what happened but with multiple 
narrations of the same story; your client’s, your OP- 
ponents, the version that is legally relevant, or the 
story you woutd like to tell at trial, across a bargain- 
ing table, or to a hostile witness. All of these narra- 
tives must be kept in mind as you investigate your 
case and build it.” (Bellow) 

The degree of story coherency is an impOrtant 
notion in our understanding of lawyer reasoning. 
Experience has demonstrated to our expert the 
benefits of being able to take opposing counsel’s 
strong points and be able to weave them into the 
fabric of the client’s story in such a way that they 
can plausibly be accounted for. Besides benefiting 
hls client, coherency has the pragmatic benefit of 
demonstrating to the judge that the lawyer has 
“done his homework” and taken alternatiVe per- 
spectives into account. This tiighlights the fact that 
attorneys must consider their own past behavior 
with the court, the judges they will be appearing 
before, and the outcomes they experienced with 
cases slmllar to the one they now have: 

“Judgements of what to do next are dependent on 
what happened lo a previous client and myself in 
that ‘context’. If I misread my own experienlial past 
with the court and the judge hearing this new Case 
then I’ve made a mistake.” (Bellow) 

In working with a new case, the attorney starts with 
a “baseline” or “prototypical” story and goes 
through a process of “adjusting, adapting, chang- 
ing, and modifying” the new story. He remains vigi- 
lent to evolving and altering his library of eighteen 
10 twenty prototypical stories when conditions 
warrant: 

“New information or beliefs come in from funny 
ways. There are lots of turns and twists on basic 
stories. You may get several inconsistent signals 
before your prototypical meanings change. Some 
kind of threshold is reached which causes con- 
cepts lo change. When a number of incon- 
sistencies arise you first try and and explain them 
by holding other parts of the story constant until 
you discover which elements need to be altered to 
make things coherent.” (Bellow) 

The story construction process proceeds by the ac- 
cumulation of fragments presented by the actors 
invotved in the case. The lawyer attempts to 
“reconstruct” what may have happened as a way 
of making sense of these fragments. The stories 
can be mentally run in the mind’s eye lo generate 
predictions from the given set of inputs and to de- 
velop inferences. The transitions between states, 
scenes of the story, allow the construction of a 
more complete history of events surrounding the 
dispute. The stories relate the underlying causal 
chains of events and structure them In a meanlng- 
ful way. 

Our expert lawyer treats language and the 
categorization of legal rules and facts as a rela- 

: tively fluid process. This allows rules and facts “to 
be taken advantage of” to help frame the dispute 
accordfng to a particular lnterpretatlon of the story. 
Dlffereneces between “hard” facts, Le. docu- 
ments, receipts, Independent wltnesses, and “soft” 
facts, i.e. Information that can not be corroborated 
are “smoothed out”. 

“Good cases, and lo a large extent good facts, are 
often made not found. Facts do not speak for 
themselves. You and your client will select and 
order them not only so they make sense, but alS0 
so that, as much as possible, they work toward 
your goals. What is learned from an Investigation is 
never an end in itself but a starting Point for new 
inquiries and choices. A fact is inevitably, as 
Pirandello remarked, ‘like a sack’, it won’t stand Up 
unless you put something tnto it.” (Bellow, 1986) 

ARTIFICIAL INTWP SYSTP& 

From the discussion thus far one can see that, at 
least with this experienced attorney in this particu- 
lar legal area, thinking of law as a logical deductive 
syllogistic proof process, as some advocate, is 
naive. Reasoning for this practicing attorney is 
more akin to that of a social scientist attempting to 
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create coherent models and theories adequate to 
explain the various people, behaviors and institu- 
tional organizations he becomes involved with. 
These constructed models are comprised of com- 
ponent pieces of the relevant legal world, dynamic 
story content, and his case memory experiences. 

SlnCe the substantive area of Housing Law requires 
more than working towards one right answer, 
Strong constraints are placed on the design of an 
artificial intelligence system. What we require is the 
following: 

l the ability to actively construct the individ- 
ual component models for the client, land- 
lord, and judicial system, and ensure they 
have the flexibility for instantiating all nec- 
essary elements of the problem space; 

l the ability to integrate the components into 
a coherent model that notices incon- 
sistencies, gaps. and paths to be further 
explored: 

l the ability to be reminded and to reason 
analogically with previous relevant cases; 

l the ability to use previous experience in 
conjunction with the integrated model to 
refine the unique case at hand; 

l the ability to focus on the most plausible 
story for the case at hand while malntain- 
Ing alternative scenerlos and a rendltlon of 
the opposing counsel’s story in mind; 

. the ability to offer explanations and 
reasons for the stories and sceneries 
constructed; 

. the ability to modify and dynamically 
update memory and the use of stories as a 
result of new experiences. 

BN ARGWT FOR MFNTAIL MODELS 
IN NON-PHYSICAI DQMBlhts 

This paper specifies the problem solving strategies, 
knowledge structures, and reasoning processes 
that occur in one domain of law. Our domain expert 
constructs, reasons with, continually modifies, and 
reconstructs a variety of models in the course of 
working on a client case. Norman (1983) defines a 
conceptual model as “an appropriate representa- 
tion of the target system, appropriate In the sense 
of being accurate, consistent, and complete”. The 
term mental models has been increasingly used In 
the literature to refer to the study of physlcal phe- 
nomena (deKleer & Brown 1983; Norman 1983; 
Gentner & Stevens 1983; Collins 1985). We argue 
here for the methodllogical applicability of mental 
models research in the study of non-physical do- 
mains as well. Gentner & Stevens (1983) succintly 
mapped out a series of characterizations and di- 
mensions for mental models research: the spirit, 
theory, and method of which we believeto be re- 
flected In this study: 

“A typlcal piece of mental models research Is 
characterized by careful examinatlon of the way 
people understand some domain of knowl- 
edge...Mental models research Is fundamentally 
concerned with understanding human knowledge 
about the world.” 

Law, as I have come to conceptualize it. is funda- 
mentally concerned with understanding knowledge 
about human social and psychological phenomena. 
Law involves the study of disputes and requires 
consideration of the specific contextual surround- 
ings the dispute is embedded in. Dyer (1985) made 
a strong assertion regarding the study of law, one 
with which I have grown to appreciate and concur 
with: 

“More is to be gained ultimately by modeling the 
mind in the domain of law than modeling law using 
currently known insight about intelligence (artificial 
or otherwise).” 

Research into law and lawyer reasoning can also 
have applied social value and utility by helping de- 
mystify a rather mysterious and highly ritualized 
process. The majority of citizens in this country 
either cannot afford the high cost of attorney fees 
or feel the law making process has little relevance 
for anyone except legislative members and practic- 
ing lawyers. Chief Justice Warren Burger (1980). in 
his annual report on the state of the judiciary to the 
American Bar Foundation warned that lawyers 
could be pricing themselves out of the market and 
that “there is no longer any doubt but that we have 
a ‘serious problem’ in terms of the quality of some 
lawyer’s performance in the trial courts.” Harvard 
University President Derek Bok (1982), himself a 
lawyer and former Dean of the Harvard Law 
School, compared the legal system to the nation’s 
health care system of twenty years ago: 

“Access to the courts may be open in principle. In 
practice, however, most people find their tegal 
rights severely compromised by the cost of legal 
services, the baffling complications of existing rules 
and procedures, and the long, frustrating delays 
Involved in bringing proceedings to a conclusion. 
From afar the legal system looks grossly inequita- 
ble and Inefficient. There is far too much law for 
those who can afford it and far too little for those 
who cannot. No one can be satisfied with this state 
of affalrs.” 

SUMMARY c 

The reasoning and problem solving behavior 
demonstrated by our expert involves the construc- 
tion of rich schematic models developed on the 
basis of prototypical stories and expectations from 
previous case experiences across multiple con- 
texts. These previous case experiences are used 
for gathering information to develop theories about 
the case, gauge what typically fits within expecta- 
tions, notice anomolies, and generate mentally 
simulated firedictions about how the new case may 
be concluded. In many respects one can say that 
lawyer reasoning is quite similar to reasoning and 
problem solving in other domains. 

Mental models are summarized in the form of 
“stories” and “legal theories” by our expert and 
reflect particular characterizations and instan- 
tiations of the components models outlined. The 
notion of stories in connection with memory has 
been discussed previously (Bartlett 1932; 
Rumethart 1975; Mandler & Johnson 1977; Dyer & 
Flowers 1985). Empirically studying and document- 
ing the role of stories as an organizing construct 
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for lawyers during the encoding and retrieval of 
cases in episodic memory contributes to the artifi- 
cial intelligence and law literature. These stories 
setie as template elements and the “conceptual 
vocabulary” (Kibier 8 Hail 1985) for the domain of 
landlord tenant law. The results of this study also 
tend support for the story understanding work of 
Dyer & Flowers and the memory modeling research 
of Kolodner. 

FURTHER WORK 

The methodology utilized in this study has at- 
tempted to move beneath the surface features of 
verbal material to specify the conceptual objects of 
knowledge used in problem solving and the proc- 
esslng relationships between them. Our expert pur- 
sues a process of forward reasoning as he actively 
constructs and maintains several legal stories in- 
volved with the case before him. This specification 
and description of how an expert lawyer reasons 
has been a necessary first step in our longer term 
research agenda. Investigations have begun to ex- 
plicate the conceptual formation and conceptual 
change processes of novice law stt:dents as they 
begin to practice Housing Law. We are interesred 
in exploring how students use “mental models” 
(Johnson-Laird 1981. 1983), “naive theories” 
(McCluskey 1983). “folk theories” (Kempton 1986), 
and “component models” (Coltlns, 1965) across 
the novice to expert spectrum. 

The fundamental question we are trying to address 
is what the knowledge acqulsltlon and conceptual 
change process (Carey 1965) is for law students as 
they progress towards becoming able an compe- 
tent practitioners. Our focus Is on the students’ be- 
liefs and emerging theories of law, legal systems, 
lawyer client relations. and skills of practice. By 
studying these issues we hope to arttculata in a 
more detailed and systematic way, th8 kinds of 
knowledge representational requirements neces- 
sary to model the reasoning processes of novice 
law students as they evolve with experience into 
legal experts. 
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